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Purpose: To improve the performance of a computer-aided detection �CAD� system for mass
detection by using four-view information in screening mammography.
Methods: The authors developed a four-view CAD system that emulates radiologists’ reading by
using the craniocaudal and mediolateral oblique views of the ipsilateral breast to reduce false
positives �FPs� and the corresponding views of the contralateral breast to detect asymmetry. The
CAD system consists of four major components: �1� Initial detection of breast masses on individual
views, �2� information fusion of the ipsilateral views of the breast �referred to as two-view analy-
sis�, �3� information fusion of the corresponding views of the contralateral breast �referred to as
bilateral analysis�, and �4� fusion of the four-view information with a decision tree. The authors
collected two data sets for training and testing of the CAD system: A mass set containing 389
patients with 389 biopsy-proven masses and a normal set containing 200 normal subjects. All cases
had four-view mammograms. The true locations of the masses on the mammograms were identified
by an experienced MQSA radiologist. The authors randomly divided the mass set into two inde-
pendent sets for cross validation training and testing. The overall test performance was assessed by
averaging the free response receiver operating characteristic �FROC� curves of the two test subsets.
The FP rates during the FROC analysis were estimated by using the normal set only. The jackknife
free-response ROC �JAFROC� method was used to estimate the statistical significance of the differ-
ence between the test FROC curves obtained with the single-view and the four-view CAD systems.
Results: Using the single-view CAD system, the breast-based test sensitivities were 58% and 77%
at the FP rates of 0.5 and 1.0 per image, respectively. With the four-view CAD system, the
breast-based test sensitivities were improved to 76% and 87% at the corresponding FP rates,
respectively. The improvement was found to be statistically significant �p�0.0001� by JAFROC

analysis.
Conclusions: The four-view information fusion approach that emulates radiologists’ reading strat-
egy significantly improves the performance of breast mass detection of the CAD system in com-
parison with the single-view approach. © 2011 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
�DOI: 10.1118/1.3560462�
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mammography is the most effective modality for breast can-
cer screening. Mammographic screening has been proven to
significantly reduce breast cancer mortality over the past few
decades.1 However, mammography is still far from being
ideal, with its sensitivity only ranging from about 70% to
90%. Double reading can improve mammographic
interpretation2,3 and therefore improve the chance of survival
for patients with breast cancer. Recent studies4,5 suggested
that single reading with computer-aided detection �CAD�
could be a cost-effective alternative to double reading.

In mammographic screening, a craniocaudal �CC� and a
mediolateral oblique �MLO� view are taken of each breast.
The two views compress the breast tissues in nearly orthogo-
nal directions and increase the chance that a lesion may be

seen in at least one of the views among the overlapping
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structures. It was found that single-view mammography not
only led to a higher recall rate6 but also caused the radiolo-
gist to miss 11%–25% of the cancers.7–9

In clinical practice, radiologists interpret the mammo-
grams by combining the information from different views. It
has been reported that comparing two views of the same
breast can reduce false positives �FPs� by dismissing over-
lapping tissue that mimics a lesion and reduce false negatives
due to camouflaging by overlapping tissues. The comparison
of bilateral mammograms of the same views can help detect
asymmetric density patterns that may be caused by a devel-
oping lesion. The comparison of current and prior mammo-
grams will help identify changes over time. Investigators
have been attempting to implement automated methods for
multiple-view analysis in CAD systems to improve the accu-

racy of detection and diagnosis of abnormalities on mammo-
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gram. In general, one could divide the multiple-view analysis
methods into three categories: �1� Two-view analysis of the
same breast, �2� bilateral analysis for breast comparison, and
�3� comparison of current and prior mammograms.

Two-view analysis is the approach that has been most
frequently investigated for numerous purposes to date. Kita
et al.10 developed a method to find spatial correspondences
between CC and MLO views of the same breast. Paquerault
et al.11 developed the first two-view CAD system for mass
detection. Wei et al.12 developed a two-view mass detection
system using a single-system or a dual-system approach.
Zheng et al.13 proposed a two-view CAD system for masses,
which aimed to reduce the FP rate at a given sensitivity level.
Sahiner et al.14 investigated the use of joint two-view infor-
mation to improve computerized microcalcification detec-
tion. Engeland and Karssemeijer15 investigated a method in
which a two-view classifier was trained with both single- and
two-view features to classify the true lesions from normal
structures instead of training a classifier to differentiate the
object pairs. Qian et al.16 designed a method for fusing de-
tection results and image features from two views. Velikova
et al.17 proposed a Bayesian network framework that used
the dependence between the MLO and the CC views to ob-
tain a single measure for estimating whether the mammo-
graphic view, the breast, and the case contains a cancerous
lesion. As a common conclusion, a CAD system with two-
view analysis as an additional component could improve the
performance compared to that of the corresponding single-
view CAD system.

The dense fibroglandular tissue in the left and right
breasts usually distributes in a fairly symmetric fashion and
appears as relatively symmetric patterns on bilateral mam-
mograms. Although focal asymmetry often indicates benign
findings, work-up and short-term follow-up are suggested for
such patients.18,19 Developing focal asymmetry has been
found to have a substantial positive predictive value,20 while
stable asymmetry is due to predominantly normal anatomical
variations. Researchers have been investigating methods to
utilize the asymmetry property of bilateral mammograms for
abnormality detection in CAD schemes. Yin et al.21 proposed
a bilateral subtraction technique, which served as a pre-
screening step of a mass detection program to locate mass
candidates. Méndez et al.22 developed a CAD system that
used a bilateral subtraction approach to identify mass candi-
dates, which were then subjected to size and eccentricity
tests and texture feature analysis to eliminate FPs. Although
the goals of these studies were to detect masses rather than
the asymmetry sign of breast cancer, focal asymmetry might
be found as mass candidates. Wu et al.23 developed a method
that analyzed the asymmetry of density patterns between bi-
lateral mammograms to reduce FPs while retaining focal
asymmetries.

Although the analysis of information from the ipsilateral
CC and MLO views or from two corresponding contralateral
views has been investigated for improvement of CAD sys-
tem performance, to our knowledge, no study to date has
reported the utilization of information from all four views in

a screening mammographic examination in one CAD system
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and evaluated its effectiveness for abnormality detection. In
this study, we developed a four-view mass detection system
by combining our two-view dual CAD system12 and the bi-
lateral analysis technique.23 The mass detection accuracy of
this approach was compared to a single-view CAD system.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

II.A. Image sets

The data collection protocol was approved by the Institu-
tional Review Board �IRB� prior to the commencement of
this study. We retrospectively collected mammograms from
589 patients in the Department of Radiology at the Univer-
sity of Michigan Health System. Each patient had two-view
mammograms �CC view and MLO view or the lateral view�
for both breasts, resulting in a total of 2356 �4�589� im-
ages.

Of the 589 subjects studied, 389 subjects were recom-
mended for breast biopsy due to a suspicious finding of
breast masses. Of the 389 masses, 168 were confirmed to be
breast cancer and 221 were found to be benign. An experi-
enced Mammography Quality Standards Act �MQSA� radi-
ologist identified the locations of masses by examining all
available information including the diagnostic mammograms
and reports. We refer to these 389 cases as the “mass set” in
the following discussion. The remaining 200 were normal
subjects who had cancer-free follow-up for at least two
years. We refer to these 200 cases as the “normal set.” The
normal data set was only used for estimating the FP rate
during testing.

All of the mammograms were acquired with MQSA-
approved systems and digitized with a LUMISYS 85 laser
film scanner with a pixel size of 50 �m�50 �m and 4096
gray levels. The scanner was calibrated to have a linear re-
lationship between gray levels and optical densities �O.D.�
from 0.1 to about 3 O.D. units. The nominal O.D. range of
the scanner is 0–4. The full resolution mammograms were
first smoothed with a 2�2 box filter and subsampled by a
factor of 2, resulting in images with a pixel size of
100 �m�100 �m. These digitized images were used as the
input to our CAD system.

II.B. CAD system

Our proposed four-view system contained three major
steps. First, a single-view CAD system was used to identify
mass candidates on each view independently. A mass likeli-
hood score was estimated for each candidate. Two-view
analysis and bilateral analysis were then performed to emu-
late radiologists’ reading using the two views of the same
breast to reduce FPs and the bilateral views to detect asym-
metry. For two-view analysis, a two-view score of each can-
didate was generated by registering candidate pairs and fus-
ing information of the pair with a similarity classifier. For
bilateral analysis, the corresponding region on the contralat-
eral mammogram of the same view was identified for each
mass candidate and the asymmetry of density patterns was

analyzed by an asymmetry classifier to generate a bilateral
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score for each candidate. Finally, a decision tree classifier
was trained to merge the single-view mass likelihood score,
two-view similarity score, and bilateral asymmetry score for
each candidate and to differentiate true masses from FPs.
Figure 1 showed the system overview of the four-view CAD
system.

II.B.1. Dual system for mass detection on single
view

Our single-view CAD system used to identify mass can-
didates on each view was a dual system scheme developed
previously.24 Figure 2 showed the schematic diagram of the
dual system approach. Briefly, the dual system is composed
of two single CAD systems in parallel. The two systems
have the same architecture that includes four processing
steps: �1� Prescreening of mass candidates, �2� segmentation
of suspicious objects, �3� feature extraction and analysis, and
�4� FP reduction by classification of normal tissue structures
and masses. They were optimized separately by using two
different training sets, one contained current mammograms
with “average” masses and the other prior mammograms
with “subtle” masses that were either overlooked or consid-
ered not actionable in that exam. The two data sets did not
need to come from the same subjects. After the two single
systems were trained separately, they were trained together
with a single training set to design an artificial neural net-
work for fusion of the information from the two systems. For
an input unknown mammogram, the two systems are applied

Single-view System

Two-view Analysis Bilateral Analysis

Information Fusion

Four-view mammograms

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the four-view CAD system for mass detection
on mammograms.

Mammogram

Single CAD System 1
(trained with “average” masses)

Single CAD System 2
(trained with “subtle” masses)

Artificial Neural Network
(Information Fusion)

Mass Likelihood Score
of Mass Candidate

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the dual CAD system for mass detection on

single-view mammograms.
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in parallel and each system estimates a mass likelihood score
for every detected object, the trained artificial neural network
merges the mass likelihood scores of the two single CAD
systems for a given object to differentiate true masses from
FPs. The details can be found in literature.24

II.B.2. Two-view analysis

In our two-view information fusion approach, the suspi-
cious objects in two ipsilateral mammographic views are
paired and a unique fusion score is generated for each indi-
vidual object. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram of the
two-view analysis process. Briefly, our approach consisted of
four steps: �1� Regional registration by using geometric in-
formation; �2� estimation of image similarity measure be-
tween paired objects using cross correlation; �3� estimation
of feature similarity measure by designing a classifier for
differentiation of true positive �TP-TP� pairs from other pairs
using morphological, texture, and Hessian features; and �4�
generation of the two-view fusion score of each individual
object by retaining the maximum of the feature similarity
measure weighted by the image similarity measure among all
pairs formed with this object as a member. The techniques
used in our two-view analysis have been described in detail
elsewhere.12

II.B.3. Bilateral analysis

Our bilateral analysis utilizes the asymmetry information
on contralateral mammograms of the same view for FP re-
duction in the CAD system. The bilateral approach was de-
signed to differentiate whether a mass candidate from the
single-view detection system has a corresponding symmetric
density in the contralateral mammogram. Figure 4 shows the
schematic diagram of the bilateral analysis. Briefly, a region
of interest �ROI� is first defined based on the location of each
mass candidate. A regional registration process, similar to
that used for identification of a corresponding fan-shaped

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the two-view analysis for suspicious objects
on the CC and MLO views of the same breast.
ROI on the prior mammogram of the same view in interval
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change analysis,25 is then used to locate the corresponding
ROI on the contralateral mammogram. Morphological and
statistical texture features are extracted within the pair of
ROIs and asymmetry measures are constructed from the ex-
tracted features. A classifier is designed to estimate a bilateral
asymmetry score for differentiating asymmetric objects from
symmetric structures. Further details of the bilateral analysis
can be found in our previous study.23

II.B.4. Four-view information fusion

As described above, three primary processes in the four-
view system �single-view detection, two-view analysis, and
bilateral analysis� have been designed to focus on different
characteristics of breast masses on mammograms. The
single-view system was designed to distinguish masses from
normal tissues by locally analyzing its morphological and
texture features. The two-view analysis was designed to de-
tect the similarities of TP-TP pairs in comparison with TP-FP
and FP-FP pairs on ipsilateral views. The bilateral analysis is
designed to detect asymmetric focal densities by taking ad-
vantage of the nearly symmetrical density distribution in
most normal breasts. These three approaches therefore make
use of different but complementary information on the mam-
mograms to distinguish true masses from FPs. To combine
the discriminatory power from these three sources, we com-
pared three classification methods. Each of the classifiers
was trained to optimally weigh the three input predictor vari-
ables, namely, the mass likelihood score from the single-
view detection, the similarity score from the two-view analy-
sis, and the asymmetry score from the bilateral analysis, to
distinguish masses from normal tissues on each view. This
process is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 5.

The first method is a linear discriminant analysis �LDA�
classifier. LDA is the optimal classifier when the independent
variables from both the positive class and the negative class
follow the normal distribution with equal covariance matri-
ces. LDA was also found to be a robust classifier even when
the conditions are not satisfied because of its simplicity, thus
reducing the chance of overfitting.26 However, the classifica-

FIG. 4. Schematic diagram of the bilateral analysis for mass detection on
mammograms.
tion performance may be suboptimal in these situations.
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The second method we used is a decision tree classifier,
which is independent of the statistical distribution of the
sample data. We used Quinlan’s C5.0 decision tree27,28 as the
base algorithm. To train the decision tree classifier, an adap-
tive boosting technique, called AdaBoost,29 was used to find
a highly accurate hypothesis �classification rule� by combin-
ing many “weak” hypotheses �i.e., weak classifiers�. Briefly,
AdaBoost generates an ensemble of base classifiers in an
iterative training process. The base classifiers are the same,
except that the weights of the training samples are changed
over the iterations. At the first iteration, all training samples
have equal weights. The weights are then modified by the
algorithm in each subsequent iteration such that the weight
of each sample misclassified in the previous iteration is in-
creased. The higher the weight, the more the sample influ-
ences the learning of a classifier so that the subsequent clas-
sifiers will be trained to favor the previously misclassified
samples. The error at each iteration is measured as the sum
of the weights of the samples that are misclassified. If the
error is greater than 0.5, the boosting is terminated and the
last iteration will not be used to weigh the final classifier. If
the error is 0 �i.e., the classifier correctly classifies all of the
training samples�, the boosting is also terminated. For a
given test case, the AdaBoost algorithm estimates its class
membership by combining the results of the ensemble of
trained weak classifiers with different voting strengths,
which have been determined by the boosting algorithm based
on their training accuracy. In this study, we varied the num-
ber of boosting iterations to search for the best performance
with the training data sets. Further detailed description of
Quinlan’s C5.0 and the Adaboost technique can be found in
literature.27–30

The third method is support vector machine �SVM�.31 The
goal of SVM is to minimize the true risk by optimizing the
decision boundary in terms of a typically small subset of the
training examples, referred to as the support vectors. Given a
training set of instance-label pairs �xi ,yi�, where i=1, . . . , l,
xi�Rn and yi� �1,−1�, l is the number of training samples,
and n is the dimensionality of the feature vectors xi, the

Mass Candidate

Two-view
Similarity Score

Bilateral
Asymmetry Score

Information Fusion
(Decision Tree)

Single-view Mass
Likelihood Score

FIG. 5. Fusion of the information from three approaches to emulate radiolo-
gists’ strategy for reading four-view mammograms A decision tree trained
by the AdaBoost algorithm was selected after comparison of linear discrimi-
nant analysis, decision tree, and support vector machine for information
fusion.
SVMs require solving the following optimization problem:
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minw,b,�� 1

2
WWT + C�

i=1

l

�i	 , �1�

subject to the condition

yi�W��xi� + b� � 1 − �i and �i � 0, �2�

where the training vectors xi are mapped onto a higher di-
mensional space by �. W is the weight vector that is the
normal to the separating hyperplane. �i is a non-negative
slack variable that introduces the soft margin to solve the
nonseparable problem. C��0� is a penalty parameter that
determines the trade-off between the training error and the
classifier capacity. K�xi ,xj�=��xi�T��xj� is called the kernel
function. In SVM, the kernel plays a dual role: First, it de-
termines the class of functions that the solution is taken
from; second, it determines the type of regularization that is
used. In this study, we used a linear kernel illustrated in Eq.
�3� because of its simplicity �only one parameter to train�.
The SVMlight algorithm32 is used to optimize Eqs. �1� and
�2�,

K�xi,xj� = xi
Txj . �3�

In this study, we varied C to search for the best performance
with each training subset. The value of �i was fixed at 0.01
for all i=1, . . . , l since it is a very insensitive variable.32

II.C. System evaluation

When the available sample size is limited in a pattern
classification problem, one of the important questions is to
determine what proportion of samples should be used for
training the parameters of the classification system and what
proportion should be used for testing. In general, the classi-
fication performance mainly depends on the training sample
size, while the variance is mainly determined by the test
sample size.26,33 Different resampling methods, such as re-
substitution, leave-one-out, k-fold cross-validation and boot-
strapping, have been proposed. Fukunaga33 showed that the
holdout method will provide the upper bound, while the re-
substitution method will give the lower bound of the Bayes
error. In this study, our main purpose is to compare the new
four-view CAD system to the single-view CAD system,24 the
bilateral CAD system,23 and the two-view CAD system.12

Compared to our most recent study12 in which we applied the
twofold cross validation method �equivalent to the holdout
method in each fold� to 535 patients with masses and 200
normal subjects, the data set of 589 cases in the current study
was obtained from the previous data set after removing 146
mass cases that did not have four-view mammograms. There-
fore, we again used the twofold cross validation in this study
and the partitioning of the data set also followed the previous
study to maintain the independence of the training and test
processes. In each cross-validation cycle, we used the train-
ing subset for that cycle to train the parameters of the four-
view system. For each classifier, the classification accuracy
for the training subset was optimized in terms of the area
under the ROC curve, Az, for differentiating TPs from FPs.

For the parameters in the single-view system and the two-
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view similarity analysis, we used the previously trained pa-
rameters and did not perform further adjustment in this study.
For the bilateral analysis, the parameters were trained with
the current training subset in each cross validation cycle be-
cause the sample size used in the previous study23 was rela-
tively small �with a total of 276 mass cases for cross-
validation training and testing�.

Once the training with one mass subset was completed,
the parameters were fixed and applied to the independent
cross-validation test subset. The entire training and testing
processes were repeated for the other cross-validation cycle
in which the training and test subsets were switched. The set
of normal mammograms was not used during training. The
trained system from each cycle was applied to the normal set
to estimate its FP rate.

The detection performance of the CAD system was as-
sessed by free response ROC �FROC� analysis. The number
of FP marks produced by the CAD system was estimated by
counting the detected objects on the normal cases. The mass
detection sensitivity was estimated by counting the fraction
of masses detected in the test mass subset. An FROC curve
was obtained by plotting the mass detection sensitivity as a
function of FP marks per image at the corresponding deci-
sion threshold. FROC curves were presented on a per-
mammogram �view-based FROC� and a per-breast basis
�breast-based FROC�. For view-based FROC analysis, the
mass on each mammogram was considered an independent
true object. For breast-based FROC analysis, the same mass
imaged on the two-view mammograms of the same breast
was considered to be one true object and detection of the
mass on either view or both views was considered to be a TP
detection. Since we used twofold cross validation method for
training and testing, we obtained two test FROC curves, one
for each test subset, for each of the conditions �e.g., single-
view approach, two-view approach, bilateral approach, and
four-view approach�. Because the training process including
feature selection in each cross validation cycle was per-
formed with the training subset alone, the selected feature set
from each training subset could be different than that from
the other independent training subset for each corresponding
approach. For the four-view system, the final decision tree
classification process further combined the classifier scores
from the three approaches in a complex nonlinear relation-
ship that was trained by, and was thus different for, each
training subset. The final decision scores for the two test
subsets could come from very different feature spaces. It is
still unknown whether these decision scores could be nor-
malized and pooled together to generate a single FROC
curve. To summarize the results for comparison, we therefore
derived an average test FROC curve of a given approach by
averaging the FP rates at the same sensitivity after the indi-
vidual FROC curve for each of the two test subsets was
generated for that approach. To compare the performance of
the different mass detection approaches, we employed the
jackknife free-response ROC �JAFROC� software developed
by Chakraborty et al.34,35 to estimate the statistical signifi-
cance of the difference between the pairs of test FROC

curves. The JAFROC analysis was applied to the FROC curves
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of the subsets because the JAFROC analysis was not designed
for average FROC curves.

III. RESULTS

III.A. ROC analysis for evaluation of information
fusion

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� show the scatterplots of the three
features �mass likelihood score from the single-view detec-
tion, the similarity score from the two-view analysis, and the
asymmetry score from the bilateral analysis� for the mass
and nonmass objects in two training subsets at the informa-
tion fusion step �Fig. 5� of the four-view CAD system.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the decision trees dur-
ing AdaBoost training for the two training subsets. The train-

FIG. 6. The scatterplots of the feature spaces on two training subsets for fo
single-view detection. Two-view scores: Similarity score from the two-view
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mation fusion on two independent training sets as a function of boosting
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ing Az values were plotted as a function of the number of
boosting iterations. The decision tree trained with boosting
became stabilized after 14 and 15 iterations with training
subsets 1 and 2, respectively. For iterations beyond these
numbers, boosting did not change the weights anymore be-
cause of the large error rate ��0.5� so that the training was
essentially terminated. We chose the trained decision trees
with the stabilized weights to compare to other two classifi-
cation methods for the four-view information fusion.

Figure 8 shows the dependence of the training perfor-
mance of the SVM on the penalty parameter C. We found
that the training with SVMs were fairly stable with the train-
ing Az values ranged from 0.814 to 0.817 for training set 1
and from 0.791 to 0.799 for training set 2. We chose the

ew information fusion. Singe-view scores: Mass likelihood score from the
ysis. Bilateral scores: Asymmetry score from the bilateral analysis.
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SVMs with the best training Az values to compare to other
two classification methods during the four-view analysis.

The Az values of the two training subsets for the three
information fusion methods were 0.82 and 0.83 for LDA,
0.86 and 0.86 for decision tree, and 0.82 and 0.80 for SVM.
Since the training Az values of the decision trees obtained
with both training subsets are significantly better than those
of the LDAs �p=0.002 and p=0.002, respectively� and
SVMs �p=0.002 and p�0.001, respectively�, we chose the
decision tree to merge the information from the three pro-
cesses in the following experiments. With the decision tree
for the four-view information fusion, we found that the test
Az values were 0.83�0.01 and 0.82�0.01 for the two test
subsets, respectively.

III.B. FROC analysis for evaluation of detection
performance

The performances of the different CAD systems are com-
pared by FROC analysis. The average FROC curves are
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the average test FROC curves obtained from aver-
aging the FROC curves of the two independent test subsets for detection of
breast masses by the four approaches. The FP rate was estimated from
normal mammograms. �a� View-based FROC curves. �b� Breast-based
FROC curves.
shown in Fig. 9. The single-view CAD system achieved
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breast-based sensitivities of 80%, 85%, and 90% at 1.16,
1.49, and 1.75 FPs/image, respectively, compared to 0.64,
0.89, and 1.16 FPs/image by the four-view CAD system.

Our CAD system is designed to detect both benign and
malignant masses on screening mammograms because all
suspicious findings will be recalled for diagnostic work-up or
short-term follow-up.36–38 However, it will be important to
evaluate the performance of the CAD system for detection of
malignant masses. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the four
CAD systems for the subset of 168 malignant masses in the
data set. In this case, the single-view CAD system achieved
breast-based sensitivities of 80%, 85%, and 90% at 1.10,
1.40, and 1.60 FP marks/image, respectively, compared to
0.47, 0.76, and 0.99 FP marks/image by the four-view CAD
system. Table I summaries the test performances of the four
approaches at FP rates of 1.0, 0.5, and 0.25 marks per image
as estimated from the detection on the normal data set. The
comparison showed that the sensitivities achieved greater
improvement for the malignant masses than that for the be-
nign masses using the bilateral or four-view analysis when
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FIG. 10. Comparison of the average test FROC curves obtained from aver-
aging the FROC curves of the two independent test subsets for detection of
malignant masses by the four approaches. The FP rate was estimated from
normal mammograms. �a� View-based FROC curves. �b� Breast-based
FROC curves.
the single-view CAD was treated as the baseline. Both the
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two-view analysis and the bilateral analysis were important
in terms of the improvement of mass detection, but the bilat-
eral analysis achieved greater improvement than the two-
view analysis for detection of malignant masses.

The results of the JAFROC analysis between the test FROC
curve of the four-view approach and the test FROC curve of
each of the other three approaches—single-view system,
two-view system, and bilateral system—are summarized in
Table II. The figure-of-merit �FOM� and the p values for
detection of both benign and malignant masses and for de-
tection of the malignant masses are compared.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

A number of CAD systems have been developed for the
detection of breast masses using single-view or ipsilateral
two-view mammograms. To our knowledge, this study is the
first one that takes advantage of information in all four mam-
mographic views for mass detection, emulating radiologists’

TABLE I. Comparison of breast-based detection perfor
of FP marks/image was estimated from the detection o
sensitivities relative to the single-view system was p

FP marks/image Single-view system Two-v

Malignant an
1.00 77% 84
0.50 58% 67
0.25 44% 52

Malignan
1.00 75% 83
0.50 59% 65
0.25 46% 52

Benign
1.00 78% 85
0.50 57% 69
0.25 43% 52

TABLE II. Estimation of the statistical significance
four-view approach and the FROC curve of each of
bilateral analyses. The pair of the view-based FROC c
analysis. The p value of each pair and the FOMs
malignant masses.

JAFROC analysis

All masses

Test subset 1 T

�1� Single-view 0.67
�2� Two-view 0.72
�3� Bilateral 0.71

�4� Four-view 0.77
P value: �1� vs �4� �0.0001
P value: �2� vs �4� 0.001
P value: �3� vs �4� 0.0004
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strategy in the interpretation of screening examination. Our
four-view approach is built on the two-view and bilateral
analyses that we reported previously. The results show that
the fusion of the four-view information can significantly im-
prove the mass detection accuracy in comparison to the
single-view, the two-view, or the bilateral approaches as es-
timated by the JAFROC analysis. This finding suggested that
the four-view approach is the most effective method for
CAD of masses whenever four-view mammograms were
available.

In this study, we performed a twofold cross validation
training and testing for the performance evaluation of our
CAD systems. The image processing techniques applied to
the two training subsets were exactly the same. However,
because of statistical variations of the characteristics of the
training cases, the specific parameter values and features
chosen by training were not identical. The values of the pa-
rameters at different stages were chosen during the training

e of the four mass detection approaches. The number
normal data set. The percentage improvement in the

ed in parentheses.

ensitivity �TP %�

system Bilateral system Four-view system

nign masses
%� 81% �5%� 87% �13%�
%� 70% �21%� 76% �31%�
%� 57% �30%� 62% �41%�

ses only
%� 83% �11%� 90% �20%�
%� 74% �25%� 80% �36%�
%� 60% �30%� 70% �52%�

es only
%� 80% �3%� 85% �9%�
%� 67% �18%� 73% �28%�
%� 55% �28%� 57% �33%�

e difference between the test FROC curve of the
other three approaches: Single-view, two-view, and
s for each test subset was compared using the JAFROC

e FROC curves are shown for all masses and the

FOM

Malignant masses

bset 2 Test subset 1 Test subset 2

7 0.68 0.69
1 0.73 0.73
2 0.73 0.74
7 0.80 0.81
001 �0.0001 �0.0001
004 �0.0001 �0.0001
01 �0.0001 �0.0001
manc
n the

rovid

S

iew

d be
% �9
% �16
% �18

t mas
% �11
% �10
% �13

mass
% �9
% �21
% �21
of th
the

urve
of th

est su

0.6
0.7
0.7
0.7

�0.0
0.0
0.0
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process using each subset. We did not try to compare or
adjust the parameters of the two trained systems to make
them similar because the second training subset was the test
subset of the first training subset and vice versa. Any attempt
to unify the parameter values or the selected features be-
tween the two training subsets would amount to using the
test subset information to adjust the training and thus invali-
date the independence of the test subset. We observe that the
test performances obtained from the two independent test
subsets were similar, which indicates that the method and
parameters were reasonably trained and consistent. Note that
the normal cases, which were part of the test sets, were not
involved during the training process.

Our four-view CAD system in this study is not fully au-
tomatic due to the fact that the nipple location, which is the
important information for both two-view analysis and bilat-
eral analysis, was manually identified and stored as input to
the CAD systems. A nipple detection algorithm was devel-
oped in our laboratory to determine the nipple location on
mammograms. Our previous study39 found that the algorithm
could detect the nipple locations within 1 cm of the manually
identified locations in about 85% of the 387 images in that
data set. Since a large deviation of the nipple location from
the true location might affect the regional registration tech-
nique used in our four-view system, we used the manually
identified nipple locations in this study in order to evaluate
the performance improvement without the influence of other
confounding factors. Further work is underway to improve
the nipple detection algorithm in order to fully automate the
multiple-view CAD systems.

During the JAFROC analysis for statistical testing of per-
formance improvement, we performed a series of tests to
compare pairs of FROC curves from the four approaches.
Traditionally, the test will be considered statistically signifi-
cant if the p value is less than 0.05. However, the probability
of finding a significant difference by chance �a type I error�
increases when one carries out multiple hypothesis tests. To
alleviate this problem, we used the conservative Bonferroni
correction40,41 to control the familywise error by adjusting
the p value for the estimation of the statistical significance. It
was found that the conclusions remained the same when we
used the Bonferroni correction, �p=0.05 /12=0.004 after
Bonferroni correction�; all the paired tests were statistically
significant with p�0.004.

In this study, we collected our database consecutively
from the malignant case database and the benign case data-
base from our Breast Imaging Division. Cases that were ex-
cluded included outside referral cases that had no original
mammograms, cases that did not have four-view mammo-
grams, cases that had suboptimal image quality, and cases
that had microcalcifications only. We did not specifically in-
clude or exclude architectural distortion, asymmetric densi-
ties, and other types of soft-tissue abnormalities.

In recent years, full field digital mammography �FFDM�
is becoming more common and can be expected to be the
main modality for mammographic screening in the near fu-
ture. Although the four-view CAD system was developed

with digitized film mammograms, we expect that it can be

Medical Physics, Vol. 38, No. 4, April 2011
adapted to FFDM without major changes in methodology if
the FFDM is properly transformed, as demonstrated by our
previous studies of adapting CAD systems for detection of
masses and microcalcifications42,43 and for mass
classification44 to FFDMs.
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